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EBRC wins the EuroCloud Europe award: 

“Best Cloud Transformation Methods 2016” 
 

  

 

Luxembourg, 14 October 2016 
 
 

The EuroCloud Europe Gala took place on Wednesday, October 5, 2016 at the Athenee 
Palace Hilton Hotel in Bucharest, Romania and was the occasion to grant the ‘2016 
EuroCloud Europe awards’.  
Over 30 Cloud providers from all over Europe competed in the 2-tiered competition - national 
and European - to be designated as the ‘Best of the Best’ in four cloud service categories.  
 
 
EBRC, European Business Reliance Centre, leader in the integrated business of ‘Data Centre, 
Cloud and Managed Services’ won the ‘Best Cloud Transformation Methods award’.  
 
For decades, Luxembourg economy has been mainly organised in Finance-Government-
Institutions markets requiring the best answers in terms of security, privacy, integrity & 
regulation. 
This is why EBRC designed early 2011 “TrustedCloudEurope”, a specific Cloud solution able to 
answer these constraints and to fit a highly regulated and competitive environment. 
 
If it is quite easy for a new company to set up its business into the Cloud, moving from a 
heterogeneous Information System, or switching from a monolithic provider to the Cloud is 
complex and highly challenging.  
 
An “end-to-end” offer from TrustedAdvisoryServices to TrustedCloudEurope 
In addition to technology & technical expertise, EBRC approach is built on skilled people who 
have developed realistic methods based on real-driven cases: from the assessment of what 
the Client has, of what it wants and of what is feasible, considering risks and constraints. 
 
Moreover, EBRC turns a plan into reality by a totally dedicated governance to be driven 
according to a day-to-day approach, ensuring a permanent reactivity and follow-up of the 
Client’s requirements until the“Run phase” is on. 
 



Moving to EBRC TrustedCloudEurope environment allows our Clients to access the latest 
technologies thanks to a very efficient infrastructure as recently, major players from the 
financial, insurance- and media sectors. 
 
 
"This distinction is crucial for the European visibility we want to give to our offering, a unique 
one-stop-shop for Trusted IT Services. We thank all our national and international clients and 
members of the jury who confirm our strategy. They allow us to become who we are, to 
promote our expertise and to build a strong Digital Centre with high added value", says Yves 
Reding, EBRC CEO. 
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